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Descriptive Summary

Identifier  ICU.SPCL.MS39
Title  Rubricae de accusationibus, etc. Manuscript (Ms 39)
Date  ca. 1475
Size  1 volume; 32 x 22 cm
Repository  Special Collections Research Center
            University of Chicago Library
            1100 East 57th Street
            Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract  Commentary on Book V of decretals of Pope Gregory IX, the subject of
            which is crimes committed by clerics. Text in Latin. Codex Ms 39.

Information on Use

Access  The manuscript is open for research.

Citation  When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Rubricae de accusationibus,
            etc. Manuscript, Codex Ms 39, Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago
            Library

Scope Note  A commentary in many hands, on book five of Decretales Gregori Noni (decretals of Pope
            Gregory IX), which concerns crimes committed by clerics, apparently composed as a group-effort
            in some North Italian monastic establishment. Modern University of Chicago cloth. Text in
            Latin.

Additional description

Related Resources  Browse finding aids by topic.

Subject Headings  
  •  Gregory IX, Pope, approximately 1170-1241
  •  Clergy (Canon law)
  •  Manuscripts, Latin (Medieval and modern)